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Introduction. Debates about the syntactic status of determiners range from
positing DP shells across all languages (Abney 1987, Szabolcsi 1987, Longobardi
1994, Salzmann 2020) to a parameterized view where only a subset of languages
have the DP layer (Chierchia 1998, Dayal 2004, Bošković 2005, Despić 2015)
to the rejection of DP structure in all languages (Bruening 2009, 2020, 2022).
This talk will approach the DP/NP question from a novel perspective assuming
that languages reflect the type of definiteness in their syntactic size. Reasons to
believe that this is the case come from languages where anaphoric definites are
realized with a determiner (1a,2a), while uniqueness based definites like moon,
sun, pope are realized as bare nouns (1b,2b).

(1) Akan (Kwa), spoken in Ghana

a. MÈ-tÒ-Ò
1sg-buy-pst

àtààdéÉ
dress

bí
indef

ńnórà.
yesterday

àtààdéÉ
dress

*(nó)
def

yÉ
cop

fÈ.
nice

‘I bought a dress yesterday. The dress is nice.’ (Bombi 2018)

b. Context: The beginning of a documentary on the solar system...
Ewia
sun

(*nó)
def

yÉ
is

nsoroma.
star

‘The sun is a star.’ (Owusu 2021)

(2) Ewe (Kwa), spoken in Ghana and Togo

a. Me
1sg

tù
met

nyOnuvi
woman.dim

kple
and

Nutsuvi
man.dim

aãe.
indef

Me
1sg

ga
rep

kpO
see

Nutsuvi
man.dim

*(la)
def

Nukeke
day.break

la
def

me.
inside

‘I met a boy and a girl. I saw the boy again the next day.’ (fieldwork)

b. Context: The beginning of a documentary on the solar system...
NdO
sun

(O)
def

nye
is

Gleti.
star

The sun is a star. (fieldwork)

Hypotheses. Schwarz (2009) proposed that both types of definites constitute
DPs and result from D denoting an ι-operator, but that anaphoric definites
come with an index merged in the specifier of DP, see g(i) in (3), in contrast to
uniqueness based definites. Under this theory, the bare nouns in (1b,2b) would
receive a zero determiner. Both types of definites, however, are of the same size.
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(3) Schwarz (2009):

DPunique

NPDι

DPanaphoric

D′

NPDι

g(i)

In contrast, Jenks (2018) proposes that weak definites constitute NPs, where
an ι-type shift creates uniqueness, but strong definites are DPs, see (4). The
analysis is based on languages like Mandarin, which show a contrast between
bare nouns and DPs wrt. the two types of definites.

(4) Jenks (2018):

NPunique

NPι

DPanaphoric

DP

ClPDι

pred(i)

Under Jenks’ acount, we should expect size effects between unique and anaphoric
definites. Under Schwarz’s account, there should be no size differences in bare
argument languages such as Akan and Ewe.
New diagnostic. Kwa languages like Akan and Ewe have productive resumption
patterns. For Akan in particular, it has been observed that the tail of a movement
dependency can be realized as a gap if it corresponds to an indefinite argument
(5a). This is contrasted with movement of definite arguments which leave behind
a pronoun. We illustrate the latter point with (5b), though note that Saah (1994)
did not provide a context.

(5) a. Context: Students A and B talk about renting uniforms at school. A
asks: ‘Will you ask the headmaster?’ B says:
Daabi.
no

OkyerÈkyeÈnii
teacher

na
foc

me-be-bisa
1sg-fut-ask

i kane.
first

‘No. I will ask a (random) teacher first.’ (Georgi and Hein 2021)

b. [Obaa
woman

no]i
def

na
foc

me
I

huu
saw

noi
3sg.res

‘It’s the woman I saw.’ (Saah 1994)

Georgi and Hein (2021) argue that resumption in Akan comes about via partial
lower copy deletion: chain reduction for movement chains only deletes NP. Non-
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specific indefinites are NPs, hence the gap (6a). For DP-arguments the D head
remains, spelled out as a pronoun (6b).

(6) a. [NP OkyerÈkyeÈni]i na me-be-bisa [NP OkyerÈkyeÈni]i kane (5a)

b. [DP [NP Obaa] no]i na me huu [DP [NP Obaa] no]i (5b)

In our fieldwork, we applied the resumption test to indefinites and the two types
of definites in Ewe and Akan with different outcomes, shown in (7).

(7)
indefinite anaphoric unique

Akan gap pronoun gap
Ewe pronoun pronoun pronoun

The results from Akan provide evidence for the DP/NP account proposed by
Jenks (2018). Unique definites are NPs, thereby leaving a gap. For Ewe, we
conclude that nominal arguments are always DPs but the determiner displays a
zero allomorph. This assumption aligns with the observation that the determiner
seems to be optional for unique definites in Ewe (2b).
Outlook. A number of syntactic diagnostics have been proposed for detecting
the presence versus absence of D-layers, inluding Left Branch Extraction, double
genitives, binding, neg raising, and others (Bošković 2005, 2008, 2009, Bošković
and Gajewski 2011, Despić 2013). We will apply these diagnostics in Ewe and
Akan to see in how far they track with our results from resumption.
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